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She craves – and tries to recreate – a natural, 
healthy existence, even in her urban environment. 

She spent almost every weekend in the moun-
tains. Deciding to go on a solo road trip has really 
helped her focus all her free time on planning and 
getting excited for the places she plan on visiting. 

Durability, practicality and comfort 
Urban Escapist

Crystal 
22 year old 
Freelance designer and adventure advocate

Brands with a long tradition to which the con-
sumer can connect are key here, for example 
Barbour, Hunter, Toast and North Face.

With aspirations of country living, this tribe is 
driven by lifestyle rather than fashion, pursuing 
a slower pace even when reality is an urban en-
vironment.



Essence / Simple / Nature / Lifestyle

The outdoorsy quest will be seen through workwear, utility and practical items 
and this Tomboy-ish aspect will often be offset by a subtle love of simple prints 
and graphics, often with a nostalgic edge.  



Macro Trend

Across the world, the approach to wellness has shifted from a focus on avoiding sickness and on simple weight loss to a 
much more holistic focus, where food, exercise and broader lifestyle issues are seen as a whole, and as interacting with 

each other, to create an optimal wellness that encompasses physical and mental health.

Wellness as a status symbol 



A More Holistic Approach To Wellness
The Rise Of Fitness Wearables
Exercise For The Mind, Not Just The Body
Looking The Part (Workout Clothes)
Wellness Lifestyles: A Tribal Belonging
Personalisation Increasingly Important



Wellbeing Warriors
Consumers' continuing pursuit of wellbeing is taking a new turn, as they 
seek to create wellness cocoons that can protect them from threats to 
their health, environment and emotional state – wherever they are.

Future
Wellbeing is the new bottom line. Consumers expect many of the 
brands and services they use to actively improve their wellbeing 
through tweaks to their processes, environments and functions.



America Outside: US Fitness & Outdoor Trends

From 2015-16, outdoor activity in the US saw a 2% increase, with 1.6 million Americans participating in an outdoor sport. 

Caucasian youths and young adults made up the largest group of participants, with US-Hispanics the second most active outdoors. 
Across groups, participation in sport was split evenly between men and women.

US Consumers Redefining the Good Life

The majority of Americans share the view that “the good life” is more defined by connections to people and the planet than material 
wealth and consumption, according to a recent US study of 1,000 adults aged 18+.

Consumers across demographic divides are seeking a life defined by simplicity, health and community.

More than three-quarters (76%) believe the good life is defined by having meaningful engagement with families and their communities, 
including those in need as well as the environment. Some 66% believe it’s defined by having good health and living a simple, balanced life. 



Meso Trend
Outdoor for Everyday

Both US-based The North Face and Patagonia – global leaders in outdoor lifestyle apparel – understand that 
their largest market doesn’t consist of mountaineers and explorers. The real money comes from selling products 

designed for outdoor adventure to urban customers who lead relatively unadventurous lives. 



Durability Focus
Norwegian brand Norrona Lofoten's recently launched Ace jacket is being lauded as the 
most durable of its kind to ever hit the market. Incorporating spun crystal polymer fibres, 
the item is described as virtually indestructible.



Authenticity Forever / Territory Focus – the Asia Opportunity / Collab Update
With active and athletic-influenced apparel and footwear sales forecast to continue growing at a 
rate of 8% per annum until 2020, we take a look at three key drivers for the category, including 
a focus on new territories and the success of collaboration.



Authenticity Forever 
Outdoor everyday  
Collab Update 
Durability focus



Natural / Matte / Rustic



Strapped Form Decorative Protection Militayr Explorer



Past Present Future

Ideas of wellbeing were limited 
to specific health-conscious 
consumer groups, often seen 
as part of a luxury or alternative 
lifestyle. Brands outside of the 
health and nutrition sectors 
were unlikely to consider the 
importance of wellbeing at all.

Wellbeing has permeated across 
industries, with brands targeting 
the consumer desire for better 
all-round health with holistic life-
style solutions. Particularly among 
younger generations, consumers 
pursue meaningful experiences 
that inspire relaxation, rejuvena-
tion and collaboration.

Further democratisation will see 
the development of wellness solu-
tions for all income levels and out-
looks. The key will be creating flex-
ible services that reflect each con-
sumer’s unique approach to their 
own wellbeing. 

WRAP AROUND WELLNESS



FUTURE INSIGHTS

LOOK TO LIFESTYLE 
As we continue to exist in a consumer environment where travel, experiences and rituals mean more than physical possessions, look to life-
style pursuits and destinations rather than traditional visual design triggers for inspiration when developing products with real relevance.

WEARING WELLNESS 
Consider wellbeing as a key driver in the consumer decision-making process, and wrap wellness attributes around a breadth of products. 
From sleep to outdoor adventure via the gym and the yoga studio, consumer spending on items with health benefits is key to future sales 
growth.

DESTINATION & ASPIRATION 
Embrace skiing/mountains and the beach as key destination-wear focuses – their aspirational appeal extends beyond true travel end-use into 
everyday seasonal apparel options. While core seasonal fashion suffers, these vacation-driven purchases are, inversely, performing well. 



Authenticity Forever
Driven by Innovation
Urban Escape



Authenticity Forever

The boundaries of active-
wear may be blurring in 
function – further infiltrat-
ing fashion and lifestyle 
territories – but key athlei-
sure players aren’t budging 
on form, taking cues from 
traditional sportswear to 
ensure authentic and prac-
tical styles regardless of the 
wearer’s purpose. 

A craving for simplicity and 
calm sees information trans-
lated through a new visual 
language that focuses on 
colour and texture, while per-
formance-led packaging 
focuses on simplifying every-
day tasks for peace of mind. 

Nature / Simple / Lifestyle



Authenticity Forever Nature / Simple / Lifestyle

Functional canvas becomes an 
important material choice due to 
the uptick in utility-driven styles. 
Rugged or coated finishes have 
outdoors appeal for items such 
as the rucksack or tote while 
synthetics lend themselves to 
sporty looks.

The importance of perfor-
mance materials cannot be 
ignored as demand for func-
tional day-to-night styles 
increases. Nylon transcends 
markets as the most accessible 
material, versatile enough to 
tap into both utility and 
sports-driven looks. 

Functional canvas 

Nylon 



Authenticity Forever Nature / Simple / Lifestyle



Authenticity Forever Nature / Simple / Lifestyle

Functinoal Canvas

Nylon for the inside material
Material

Color

Canvas

Nylon



Driven by Innovation Durability / Protection / Weightlessness

The North Face Thermaball jacket Goldwin G-Titan jacket

lofoten ACE Gore-Tex Pro  Vectran fibersGORE-TEX® Pro fabric

The outdoor lifestyle sector 
is driven by innovation in 
technical fabric develop-
ments. Here are some of the 
latest highlights from across 
the industry.

Cordura 1000D 

1050d waterproof ballistic nylon



Driven by Innovation Durability / Protection / Weightlessness

MATTE NEOPRENE PARACHUTE NYLON HEAVY-DUTY CANVAS WOVEN WEBBING

Leather and non-leather 
footwear and accessories 
will build on the popularity 
of classic artisanal finishes 
for S/S 18, but also see 
perennially popular leather 
items updated with a more 
synthetic, man-made look.



Driven by Innovation Durability / Protection / Weightlessness

1050d waterproof ballistic nylon

Woven Webbing

Parachute Nylon

Neoprene

lofoten ACE Gore-Tex Pro 



Urban Escape Comfort  / Flexible / Practical

As the fitness revolution, athlei-
sure and general casualisation 
take hold, a new comfort code is 
evolving that goes beyond trend. 
But how do we define comfort? 
Historically, it simply implied 
affording ease – but now we see 
how products are becoming 
defined by quantifiable mea-
sures of comfort, such as 
weightlessness, breathability, 
temperature regulation, flexibili-
ty, tactility and ease of move-
ment.



Urban Escape Comfort  / Flexible / Practical

Refined, simple profiles 
reflect a modern, func-
tional approach to back-
packs driven by athleisure 
looks. 



Urban Escape Comfort  / Flexible / Practical

Buttom part can be 
detach to transfer in 
to a daypack.

Use as a daypack for the urban life Use the color that inspired by the backpack research page above
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